Multithreading
refers to the ability of an operating system to support multiple threads of execution within a single process Process-thread relationships Stallings, W. (2004) Operating Systems: Internals and Design Principles (5th Edition). 
2.b Threads

Separation of resource ownership and execution
2.b Threads
It's the same old throughput story, again This is also the principle used in multitasking thanks to multitasking, throughput (CPU utilization) is much higher (but the total time to complete a process is also longer)
With multitasking CPU I/O wait CPU
It's the same old throughput story, again This is also the principle used in multitasking
It's the same old throughput story, again And, naturally, the same idea applies in multithreading multithreading is basically the same as multitasking at a finer level of temporal resolution (and within the same address space) the same illusion of parallelism is achieved at a finer grain And, naturally, the same idea applies in multithreading in a single-processor system, there is still only one CPU (washing machine) going through all the threads of all the processes Multithreading CPU thread 1
It's the same old throughput story, again From processes to threads: a shift of levels container paradigm there can be multiple processes running in one computer there can be multiple threads running in one process resource sharing paradigm multiple processes share hardware resources: CPU, physical memory, I/O devices multiple threads share process-owned resources: memory address space, opened files, etc.
Practical uses of multithreading
Illustration: two shopping scenarios
Single-threaded shopping you are in the grocery store first you go to produce and grab salad and apples, then you go to dairy and grab milk, butter and cheese it took you about 1mn x 5 items = 5mn blocks the calling thread until the thread specified by th terminates; the return value from th can be stored in retval
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Practical uses of multithreading
Benefits of multithreading compared to multitasking it takes less time to create a new thread than a new process it takes less time to terminate a thread than a process it takes less time to switch between two threads within the same process than between two processes threads within the same process share memory and files, therefore they can communicate with each other without having to invoke the kernel for these reasons, threads are sometimes called "lightweight processes" → if an application should be implemented as a set of related executions, it is far more efficient to use threads than processes
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Practical uses of multithreading
Examples of real-world multithreaded applications
Web client (browser) must download page components (images, styles, etc.) simultaneously; cannot wait for each image in series
Web server must serve pages to hundreds of Web clients simultaneously; cannot process requests one by one word processor, spreadsheet provides uninterrupted GUI service to the user while reformatting or saving the document in the background
